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ABSTRACT
In a developing country like India, we can observe that cold mix technology is lagging behind in both research and application fields. It is our primary motivation underlying the selection of cold mix technology as the present research area. Though, it has economical and environmental advantages over the hot mixes. But up to now, there is no universally adopted cold mix design method. Due to this deformity in the laboratory cold mix design procedures followed by different organizations/researchers/agencies, it is difficult to form reliable correlation and to have a comparative study between experimental results reported by them. So the objective of this project work is aimed to select important mix parameters and determine their effect on cold mix asphalt. The selected mix parameters for the present work are (i) method of compaction, (ii) level of compaction, (iii) additives and (iv) aggregate gradation. The first three parameters are selected for their importance as presented in a number of previous research works. And the last one has been selected nowhere in literature; much attention has been paid to the aggregate gradation which is very important of the compacted mix. All the mix parameters have been selected to assess the effect on Marshall properties of CMA mixture. First, a suitable experimental methodological work has been prepared and then the effects of selected mix parameters on performance of compacted mix are studied. And a comparative study for the above results has been done on the basis of Marshall stability and air void content of the cold mix. By studying all the selected mix parameters, it is observed that in case of gyratory compaction the air void range 3-5% could be achieved. All mix parameters have contributed to increase the Marshall Stability of cold mixes but cement and developed gradations has also shown more significant increase in stability of cold mixes.
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I. INTRODUCTION TO COLD MIX ASPHALT
Hot mix asphalt is used mostly as a paving mixture in road construction. In India 90% of road network is occupied by bituminous pavement only, but there are certain limitations of hot mix, so now a day’s Cold Mix technology is getting preferable over hot mix method. In hot mix method there are certain drawbacks like burning of fuel, wood, tyres, and heating of bitumen, emission of air pollutants, environmental degradation, hot bitumen fumes, toxicity and occupational hazards etc. But Cold Mix has certain advantages.

Advantages of Cold Mix:
Cold Mix has ready to use materials without heating and without preparation near road side.
It is environmentally friendly method with absolutely zero pollution.
It is simple to use with better workability.
It is labour friendly that is no occupational hazard to the workers.
It could involve unskilled labours which create income earning jobs to the villagers.
This method works even in wet and humid climatic conditions.
It is 4-5 times faster method than Hot Mix method. In this method we could complete 1Km pavement in 3-4 days with proper man power and support.
In this method the fuel consumption is zero percent due to this there is reduction of 4000 kg of CO₂ emission per km.

II. EFFECT OF ADDITIVES IN COLD MIX ASPHALT
The research is done in cold mix method to improve its mixing qualities with additives. It is done by two ways the first one is adding the additives to aggregate during the production of cold mix and second one is...
adding the additives to bitumen emulsion before to production of cold mix the various additives use in the research field are discussed as:

**Cement:**
The effect of adding cement for improve the slow development of strength of emulsion treated mixes studied by Schmidt et al. in 1973. Their study shows that mixes treated in this way cured faster, and developed a high resilient modulus and were more resistant to water damage. He indicated that addition of cement had a vary significant effect on mix stability, addition of 1 % cement produce and increase in stability of 250 to 300 % over that of untreated samples.

Oruc et al. in 2007 conducted experiments to evaluate the mechanical properties of fly ash mixture having cement substituted for mineral filler in an increase percentage from 0 to 6 %. This test suggested that cement modified asphalt emulsion mixes might be used as a structural pavement layer. They also shows that the addition of 1 to 2 % of rapid setting cement accelerated the early strength.

**Lime:**
Wang and Sha in 2010 in a study indicated that lime stone and lime stone filler have impact over hardness was significant. If it compared with granite and granite fillers.

**Fly Ash:**
Fly ash is generally use as filler material. Fly Ash has been use in a wide range of applications like for grouting, as fill material and soil stabilization. Fly ash is also used in road pavement as road bases, sub bases and for sub grade formation. In 2009 Thanaya et al. described the test and result obtained from ashes into cold bituminous emulsions mixtures. The mixture properties evaluated are: Stiffness modulus, Volumetric properties and Repeated load axial creep.

Due to the various properties of fly ash it is found to be very stable for use as filler in cold bituminous mixtures. Five percent of specific waste material from 0.5 to 5.5 % of aggregate mass in the mixture was incorporated in the CPEM. It indicated that Oil shale fly ash modification improved the resilient modulus and the dynamic creep.

**Fiber:**
Benedito et al. in 2003 studied the effect of addition of some polypropylene fiber on the mechanical properties of dense graded cold mix asphalt mixture. This result shows that addition of fiber was responsible for a small variation in mixture strength parameter.

### III. METHOD OF MARSHALL COMPACTION & GYRATION METHOD

**Marshall Compaction Method:**
In the Marshall method, the resistance to plastic deformation of a compacted cylindrical specimen of bituminous mixture is measured. At that time the specimen was loaded diametrically at a deformation rate of 50 mm per minute. The Marshall method of mix design have two major properties. (1) Density –void analysis and (2) Stability – flow test. The Marshall Stability of any mix is defined as the maximum load carried by the specimen at the specified standard test temperature. Then the flow value is also measured. Flow value is defined as the deformation that the test specimen undergoes during loading up to maximum load. This apparatus consist of sample extractor, a mould assembly, compaction pedestal and hammer, loading machine, breaking head, flow meter and water bath. In this Marshall test method of mix design we prepared three compacted samples for each binder content. For getting the optimum binder content we should test at least four binder content. All these compacted specimens were subjected to the following test: Stability and Flow test and Density and Void analysis and Bulk Density determination. First of all the bulk density of the sample is determined by weighting the sample in air and in water. It could also calculated by using the weight in saturated surface dry condition.

**Gyratory Compaction Method:**
The Gyratory Compactor use in this study was developed and manufactured by Matest to simulate and reproduce the original compaction condition under actual road paving operation, hence for determining the compaction properties of Asphalt. In this method the rotator action and the vertical resultant force applied by a mechanical head produce the desired compaction. The compactor has excellent angle control and highly rigid steel frame. On the specimen the load was applied by an electro-pneumatic cylinder, servo- controlled by a precision pressure regulator, and the height was measured with a linear transducer. The inverter control the rotation speed by throw on board computer control a Gyratory motion was generated by an eccentric high precision system. The compactor is able to run test on cold mix Asphalt by using proper perforated mould. Then the result also employed in investigation of volumetric and mechanical characteristic of Asphalt mix. The various parameter use in the study were 1.25° Gyratory Angle at 30 rpm Gyratory rate, 100mm diameter mould, 4,711 KN vertical load on 100 mm diameter specimen. The vertical load on the specimen is automatically controlled by electronic system.
IV. GRAPHICAL REPRESENTATION OF RESULTS

1. Justification of Design and Determination of ORAC value

After mixing the fine aggregate, coarse aggregate and crusher dust as the filler material to produce gap graded and dense graded cold mix, various samples were compacted by using Marshall method. For this two types of IRAC values were considered, one was taken arbitrarily and other as per empirical formula and by doing so two type of sets of mixes were produced for gradation containing IRAC values.

a) Dense Graded Cold Mixes

The test results of samples which were produced by Marshall compaction as per the adopted design procedure a table is formed below showing its results:

Table 1 Optimum Compositions of Dense Graded Cold Mixes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IRAC by Empirical formula</th>
<th>IRAC by Arbitrary value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IRAC = 5 %</td>
<td>IRAC = 3 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OTLC = 5.75 %</td>
<td>OTLC = 6.25 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPWC = 2.5 %</td>
<td>OPWC = 2.75 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IEC = 8.25 %</td>
<td>IEC = 5.15 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ORAC = 3.5 %</td>
<td>ORAC = 3.5 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dry Stability = 5.25 KN</td>
<td>Dry Stability = 2.85 KN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soaked Stability = 4.75 KN</td>
<td>Soaked Stability = 2.55 KN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These results of Soaked stability and Dry stability are produced at ORAC value. Determination of ORAC value

Fig.1. Determination of ORAC for dense grade cold Mix
b) Gap Graded Cold Mixes:

Now the test results related to gap graded cold mixes are illustrated below. And both the results of soaked stability and dry stability values are derived at ORAC value.

It is observed that initial stability of the mix depends upon OTLC values. The curing time to obtain full strength of mix is greater as if the total liquid content is higher at same binder content. Therefore to avoid delay in work process we should determine OTLC value for laboratory procedures and also this supports the design method of the present study.

It has been observed that Dry stability value is greater than the soaked value for all types of cold mixes as we analyzed the result for stability values at ORAC value. Therefore, Dry stability would satisfy the same requirement as Soaked stability satisfied the minimum stability requirement. So, it is more economic to obtain ORAC value on basis of Soaked stability test and this is also supported by Thanaya stated in 2007.

Fig. ORAC determination for gap graded cold mixes

Fig 3. Air void, VMA, Flow value and Unit weight results of dense graded cold mix
C) Comparative study between Dense graded and Gap graded cold mix:

It was seen that performance of Dense graded mix (Cold Mix D) was superior than gap graded (Cold Mix G) in every perspective except in one case that is of the stability loss value which was less for Cold Mix D.

Various Effects of Compaction Level:

a) Dense graded Cold Mix:

Dense graded cold mix (Cold Mix D) with IRAC as per empirical formula was compacted at 75 blows of compaction with the previously observed values of OTLC and ORAC values as stated above. And the determined values are shown in table below:

Table Properties of Dense graded Cold Mix at 50 and 75 blows of compaction

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Design parameters</th>
<th>50 blows compaction level</th>
<th>75 blows compaction level</th>
<th>Design requirement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Marshall stability</td>
<td>4.75 kN</td>
<td>5.25 kN</td>
<td>Min. 2.2kN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flow value</td>
<td>3.1 mm</td>
<td>2.25 mm</td>
<td>Min. 2 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stability loss</td>
<td>5.25 %</td>
<td>2.50 %</td>
<td>Max. 50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emulsion content</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>6.75 %</td>
<td>7 – 10 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air void</td>
<td>6.75 %</td>
<td>6.95 %</td>
<td>3 – 5 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VMA</td>
<td>14.25 %</td>
<td>13.75 %</td>
<td>Min. 14 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It was seen that as the mix performance improved at higher compaction level but it failed to meet the required air void target of 3 to 5 % range as like the 50 blows of compaction.

b) Gap graded Cold Mix:

Gap graded cold mix (Cold Mix G) with IRAC as per empirical formula was compacted at 75 blows of compaction with the previously observed values of OTLC and ORAC values as stated above. And the determined values are shown in table below:

Table Properties of Gap graded Cold Mix at 50 and 75 blows of compaction:

It was seen that as the mix performance improved at higher compaction level but it failed to meet the required air void target of 3 to 5 % range as like the 50 blows of compaction. Besides, In case of gap graded mix the stability loss found more for 75 blows of compaction and it has been happened because of lack of stone to stone contact for degradation of aggregate at higher compaction level.

So, 50 blows of compaction was studied in further studied to produce Marshall Compacted mixes.

Effects of Additives:

In the mix composition cement, lime and fly ash were substituted for stone crusher dust for Marshall compacted dense graded and gap graded cold mix at ORAC only.
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As result obtained from Marshall test it was seen that Cold Mixes with cement as additive performed well enough among all mixes in every perspective as compared in case of dense grade mix and Mixes with lime and fly ash as an additive has showed greater stability to the limited extent of substitution and resulted in greater air void content with increase in the percentage of substitution. In gap graded mix, mixes compacted with lime has showed greater stability but greater air void content in comparison to the mixes compacted with fly ash.

V. CONCLUSIONS

From the above study following conclusions are drawn on the basis of performance of the cold mix.
From this study we have observed that initial stability of the mix is dependent on optimum total liquid content (OTLC) of the compacted mix. Although achieving of OTLC is difficult for various field applications, this may be applied for laboratory procedures so that there is no delay in the work process. At some binder content higher the total liquid content there is greater the curing time for obtaining full strength of the mix. This concept has support the adopted design procedure for the present study. Increasing in the compaction level does not show much effect in decreasing...
the air voids in cold mixes. But it increase the stability loss value in the gap graded mix (SMA) which may be resulted due to the destruction of stone to stone content skeleton at higher compaction level. If higher is the compaction level then greater may be the difficulty in field applications.

There is increase stability and reduced air void content of compacted cold mix if we increase in the number of gyration. 40 number of gyration has been found to be suitable as at higher level of compaction bleeding phenomenon of binder occurred which may affect durability of the mix.

Among all the additives the stability value has been improved by fly ash, lime and cement, and performance of cement modified mix is observed to be superior in all aspect. By using lime and fly ash as a substituent for filler the stability increase but higher air void content is noticed in case of cold mixes modified with lime.

For improving the stability of both dense and gap graded cold mix has been improved by Bailey method of gradation even without mixing of cement.

In between dense and gap graded cold mixes, though the dense graded mixes has resulted in higher stability value, it shows lesser indirect tensile strength but higher deformation in comparison to gap graded mix.

After considering all the selected mix parameters we have noticed that in case of gyratory compaction the adequate air void range in cold mixes has been achieved. After studying various parameters we conclude that cement and developed gradations has shown more significant effect to increase the stability of cold mixes.

**Limitations and Recommendations for Future Research:**

The limitations of the study are sighted below:

This study has been limited to the design procedure followed by MS 14 and few other researchers so there should be a suitable procedure developed.

The performance of the cold mix is mainly based on analysis of Marshall stability and air void content. The mix performance properties in terms of many other injuring properties need to be considered.
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